Lighted Marquee, Delta III
Instruction Sheet
PN 28-0479/01
The following illustrates the steps necessary to install the Delta III Lighted Marquee (PN: 823056-01) to front of the unit’s shroud.

! WARNING

! ATTENTION

Ensure dispenser is disconnected from power
source before beginning this procedure.

Take care not to scratch outer shroud cover or
sides of bonnet during removal and Installation
procedures.

Removal of Bonnet from Dispenser
1. Open Shroud Cover.

3. Remove Bonnet and place it with grill side up on a
smooth surface.

2. Remove three (3) screws that fasten the shroud to the
bonnet.

4. Lower Shroud Cover to its closed position.

NOTE
DO NOT discard screws, retain for reinstallation.

Installation of Marquee
NOTE

1. Carefully remove the existing decal from the front of
the Shroud. Note that any residual adhesive from the
old decal will not need to be removed. The new marquee will cover this area.

Use care in tightening nuts as over tightening can
cause plastic to fracture.

2. Feed black and white wire leads from the Marquee
Assembly through the rectangular cutout on the front
of the shroud.

4. Locate the three (3) 10-24 hex nuts (PN 04-0286) in
the provided hardware bag. Carefully lift the front of
the Shroud to the open position and secure the three
(3) studs with the three (3) 10-24 hex nuts, fastening
the Marquee to the Shroud. Leave shroud in the open
position.

3. Place the Marquee onto the front of the Shroud, lining
up the three (3) studs from the reflector plate to the
three (3) holes in the front of the shroud

5. Locate Nylon Plug Housing (PN 11-0015) in hardware
bag. Insert white lead into position 1 of Plug Housing
and insert black lead into Position 2.
6. Disconnect secondary leads on transformer (load
side).
PN 04-0286

7. Locate the Lead Extension Assembly (PN 52-2113/01)
in the hardware bag.
8. Connect the duplex leads to the secondary terminals
of the Transformer.

PN 11-0015
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Through
Rectangular
Cutout

PN 52-2113/01

9. Reconnect the leads from the kiey switch to the piggyback connections on the Lead Extension Assembly.

12. Lower bonnet into position, taking care not to pinch
any leads.

10. Plug the Lead Extension Assembly into the Plug
Housing from the Marquee.

13. Plug in power supply to unit. Verify that the connections are secure and that the lights operate correctly.

11. Route all leads away from any rotating equipment.
Secure leads with tie-wraps if necessary.

14. Reinstall the three (3) screws (removed in Step 2)
into the back panel of the shroud to fasten down the
bonnet and lower shroud cover to closed position.

Replacing Light Bulbs in Lighted Marquee
1. Open Shroud Cover
2. Disconnect Marquee Harness from the Extension Harness Assembly (PN 52-2113/01).
3. Remove the three (3) nuts (PN 04-0286) that are holding the Marquee Assembly to the front of the shroud.
4. Carefully lower the Shroud Cover while holding the
Marquee Assembly.
5. Pull the Marquee Assembly away from the shroud and
lay flat on top of the Bonnet. Take care not to scratch
the bonnet with studs in Marquee Assembly.
PN 04-1289

6. The Marquee lends is held to the Reflector Plate by
four (4) plastic rivets (PN 04-1269). Using a knife or
similar instrument, carefully remove the four (4) rivet
heads by pulling out slowly.
7. Once pulled out, the rivet head and body can be
removed from the Marquee lens. Set aside for re-installation.
8. Remove the lens and replace light bulb(s).
9. Reassembly the lens onto the Reflector Plate and
fasten Marquee Assembly and Extension Harness
Assembly back in place.
10. Plug in power supply to the unit. Verify that connections are secure and that lights operate correctly.
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